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Latest Version plans and
AutoCAD download AutoCAD
is released in an onlineonly model. Currently,
there are no plans for
AutoCAD updates, but it
is possible that Autodesk
will introduce cloudbased AutoCAD someday. On
an Internet connection,
you can access and edit a
drawing in AutoCAD as if
it were sitting on your
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hard drive. AutoCAD also
supports file sharing
over the Internet via
Active Directory on a
domain network or
DirectAccess on a local
area network (LAN). You
can even access and edit
files on a networkattached storage (NAS)
device. For novice users
who do not want to wait
for the paid version, the
free AutoCAD community
edition is available,
which is the version you
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are viewing. Most of the
features available in the
full version are
available in the free
AutoCAD community
edition. However, if you
plan on using AutoCAD
features that require
certain updates, licenses
or receive special tools,
you will need the AutoCAD
Pro software. This
article discusses the
basics of using AutoCAD.
We'll start with the
online version of AutoCAD
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to see how it can be
useful. Before using
AutoCAD online, however,
be sure to read the
document "Using AutoCAD
online," located at this
Web address: Using
AutoCAD Online AutoCAD
online is not suitable
for beginners. However,
it is convenient for lessexperienced users who do
not want to wait for the
paid AutoCAD software
update. AutoCAD online is
ideal for creating
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simple, print-ready PDF
files, editing DWG files,
and viewing DWG files.
You can also print your
DWG file and the PDF
file. Example: Using the
BuildGeometry tool You
can use the BuildGeometry
tool and the tools on the
Tools menu in AutoCAD
online to create objects.
However, the
BuildGeometry tool
creates irregular shapes,
whereas the tools create
perfectly smooth shapes.
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Here's an example of
using the BuildGeometry
tool. In this example, I
first draw two squares in
the top left corner. Then
I select the square in
the top left corner,
right-click and select
BuildGeometry (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Use the
BuildGeometry tool to
create a 2
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Microsoft Excel files For
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Excel, AutoCAD's database
schema is called.CELLS.
An Excel file is a
collection of worksheets,
where each worksheet
contains a collection of
objects called the model.
This collection of
objects can be used to
create worksheets and
plots as required by the
user. Application
programming interface
AutoCAD has a variety of
APIs for allowing
external software
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developers to
programmatically access
the functionality of
AutoCAD. AutoCAD has two
distinct APIs, the first
being written in a
proprietary language
called AutoLISP and the
second being written in
Visual LISP. AutoLISP
AutoLISP was a
proprietary programming
language developed by
Autodesk in the early
1990s and used to access
the AutoCAD graphics
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rendering engine. It is
no longer maintained. The
language was primarily
used for development of
AutoCAD add-ons and
plugins. Over time,
AutoLISP gained a large
following of programmers
who learned AutoLISP and
then programmed AutoCAD
add-ons and plugins in
the language. The
advantages of using
AutoLISP were that it is
free, cross-platform
(supported by Linux,
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Windows, macOS, and
mobile platforms), and
easy to learn. AutoLISP
does not have a graphic
user interface (GUI),
only command-line
interface. AutoLISP has a
grammar which resembles
the description of a Lisp
program, with the
exceptions that it does
not use parenthesis and
that it is vector based,
meaning that lists,
values, functions and
variables are defined as
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vectors and a + b
(addition of two vectors)
instead of (+).
AutoLISP's vectors, which
are vectors in
mathematical notation, do
not have an integral
value, but the value 0
for a vector representing
a point and 1 for a
vector representing a
line or polyline. The
words "value" and
"length" are therefore
used to mean "number of
points" and "length of
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the vector",
respectively. For
example, in a typical
AutoLISP program, a
structure for a line
would be: (struct "line"
(struct "vector" (*1))))
*1 is a vector. The
vector is defined with a
"length" of 1 and *1 is a
pointer to the vector. *2
defines the line's name
or tag, *3 defines the
line's coordinates. After
a line is defined,
a1d647c40b
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/* * Copyright (c) 2018,
2019, Oracle and/or its
affiliates. All rights
reserved. * DO NOT ALTER
OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT
NOTICES OR THIS FILE
HEADER. * * This code is
free software; you can
redistribute it and/or
modify it * under the
terms of the GNU General
Public License version 2
only, as * published by
the Free Software
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Foundation. * * This code
is distributed in the
hope that it will be
useful, but WITHOUT * ANY
WARRANTY; without even
the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or *
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. See the GNU
General Public License *
version 2 for more
details (a copy is
included in the LICENSE
file that * accompanied
this code). * * You
should have received a
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copy of the GNU General
Public License version *
2 along with this work;
if not, write to the Free
Software Foundation, *
Inc., 51 Franklin St,
Fifth Floor, Boston, MA
02110-1301 USA. * *
Please contact Oracle,
500 Oracle Parkway,
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
USA * or visit
www.oracle.com if you
need additional
information or have any *
questions. * */ #ifndef S
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HARE_GC_G1_G1ARRAYSPACE_H
PP #define SHARE_GC_G1_G1
ARRAYSPACE_HPP #include
"gc/g1/g1Array.hpp" //
This file implements the
G1 array space. // This
file is generated from
gen/g1/g1ArraySpace.hpp.
Do not edit directly. //
If a class is declared
(e.g. class C {... }) in
its header, and in one //
of its sources, then this
source file, and all
others that depend on it,
// will include the
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header declaration. //
For this reason, source
files always include
gen/g1/g1ArraySpace.hpp.
#include "gc/g1/gen/g1Arr
aySpace.hpp" inline void
G1RootScan::work(uint
space_word_size, int
num_roots) { _heap->dec_s
hapes(num_roots); }
inline uint G
What's New in the?

Vector Mesh Improvements:
Select and draw on the
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vectors, and then you can
draw on the selection.
You can also freehand or
draw on the mesh, and
hold the Shift key to add
the next shape directly
on top of your existing
shapes. (video: 4:29
min.) Color Assist: Get
ideas and inspiration
from color palettes and
sample charts. You can
see previews of the
palettes and charts and
add samples as colors to
your drawing or model.
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(video: 3:26 min.) New
Specular and Smooth
Shading: Use the new
Specular and Smooth
Shading tools. The
Specular Shading tool
allows you to add
highlights and
reflections to your
object, and Smooth
Shading allows you to
apply a smooth paint-like
shading to your objects.
(video: 5:50 min.)
Seamless Offset Filling:
Fill an offset shape
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without the Join tool.
Use the Fill Offset tool
to fill the shape between
two layers, and the Fill
Offset and Offset Filling
tools to fill shapes in
layers. (video: 2:58
min.) Drafting Tools
Enhancements: Preview
your work in the Drafting
palette as you work. You
can mark up an area in
your design by selecting
an edge or corner, and
see the result in your
drawing immediately. For
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example, if you make
changes to an existing
drawing, you can preview
those changes in the
Drafting palette. (video:
1:49 min.) Trace Raster
Images: Create a
transparent raster image
from an existing EPS or
PDF file. Use the Image
Trace tool to create a
transparent raster image
from a file. (video: 2:29
min.) Extract Gradients:
Draw and add a gradient
to a path. Use the
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Extract Gradients tool to
add a gradient to a path.
(video: 1:51 min.) Probe
Tool Improvements: With
the previously available
option to export points
from the Probe tool, you
could export an irregular
path as a series of
regularized points. The
new option in the
Properties panel allows
you to control the number
of points you save.
(video: 3:10 min.)
Pattern Color Libraries:
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Save color schemes as
text files for use in
AutoCAD and share them
with other users. (video:
3:03 min.) New Layered
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System Requirements:

Please ensure that your
graphics card can support
minimum system
requirements. We
recommend that you use a
graphics card with a
minimum of 8 GB of RAM.
Note: Please note that
minimum system
requirements may change
based on the memory size
of your graphics card.
Memory: 16 GB System
Memory (8 GB+8 GB)
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Required Video Card:
NVIDIA Geforce GTX 970 /
AMD Radeon R9 390X or
better. Hard Drive Space:
50 GB+50 GB OS: 64-bit
Windows 10
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